
SRI TRIVENI SCHOOL 
Garden Street,Champapet, HYD-59. Ph: 040-24076097 

 

HOLIDAYS PROJECT WORK - Class: IV 
 

Subject Formative - I Formative – II 

Telugu 

1.         ,         ,     ,                 న                     

            .                         ?                     

      . 
2.                                        న                     
             . 

1.  న                                  /       /                             

       . 
2.     న  న ఒ                         ,     న           . 

Hindi 
1.              , एक क                      क  क            क   ए / 

2.  क         क         क    क                        ए / 

1.     ,    क   ,        क       क    ए एक                  ए / 

2.           औ                      एक  क           क      औ            ए / 

English 
1. Write a summary of ‘The Golden Goose’ and draw a setting and characters. 

2. Write any Moral Story.  

1. Draw a dream cloud and write in it your dream about what you want to 
grow up and become. Attach the picture to the dream cloud with the writing. 

2. Make a hobby tree with three hobbies. 

Maths 

1. Make a hundreds chart colour all the multiples of 1 to 10 using different 

colours observe the pattern (Refer Blk – 2) 

 

2. Take your own numbers and Write the number name, Expanded 

& standard form.  

1. Take 10 counters each of 4 different colours Red, Blue, Green & Yellow let Red, Blue, 

Green & Yellow colours Stands for Thousands, Hundreds, Tens & Ones respectively. 

Pickup a handful of counters and form two numbers using place value. Add both the 

numbers.(Refer Blk – 4) 

2. Take 20 blank cards made out of thick paper. Write 10 Addition problems on 10 cards 

and Subtraction problems on another 10 cards (Story sums). Solve the problems. (Refer 

Blk – 5) 

Science 

1. Draw different shapes of flowers on chart. 

2. Collect and paste pictures of Vanmahotsav on chart. 

3. Draw different kinds of plants on chart. 

 

1. Paste any 5 Vertebrates and 5 invertebrates on chart. 

2. Draw Life cycle of ant on chart 

3. Draw Life cycle of butterfly on chart. 

 

Social 

1. Collect pictures of some indoor games and some outdoor games  and in that 

which games you played in your vacation write down. 

2. Draw the model of your house on the chart paper and write about your 

house. 

1. Practice drawing of India out line Map on A4 size paper. 

2. Collect the pictures of different states of India and paste them on the  outline Map of 

India. 



Subject Formative – III Formative – IV 

Telugu 

1.     న  న                  న                 . 
2.                   న                  న         ,             

      . 

1.                    న                             . 
2.                  న     న ఒ    న                      . 

Hindi 

1.                 क       क              ए /          क       क   क   
क           ए / 

2. क       क           क  क            क   ए / 

1.        क                     क       क     -      क   ,                  ए / 

2.        क             क                 ए / 

English 

1. Ask your friends and family to describe what they think about Nature. 

Write their answers. 

2. Draw a five senses chart and write about what you saw, what sound 

you heard, smells you smelt, how you felt and things you tasted in 

Dasara Vacation. 

1. Think of 5 qualities for yourself. Write a simile for each one where you compare 

yourself to an animal or thing that has that quality. 

2. Write a story on this theme ‘Unity is Strength’. 

Maths 

1. Choose any 10 Three – digit numbers and divide them all by 1- digit 

number. See and note the pattern. (Refer Blk – 10) 

2. Make a list of places your (Friends / Relatives / Temple / Church / 

Mosque etc.) Visit. Write their distance and write which is near and 

farther and by how much.(Refer Blk – 15) 

1. Take square grid papers trace hands of your family members find who has the biggest 

hand. (Refer Blk – 17) 

2. Ask your Mother the amount of money needed for the total house hold expenses. 

Prepare the list of Monthly Expenses in the house. Write how much money will be 

left after all expenses are made. 

Science 

1. Paste the pictures of midday meal and write 5 sentences. 

2. Paste any two pictures – How water is being wasted and how can you 

reduce consumption. 

3. Draw 2 purification methods of water. 

1. Prepare any 2 items by using waste materials. 

2. Collect and paste pictures of prevention of soil erosion. 

3. Collect and paste the pictures and write the steps how cloth is made on looms. 

Social 

1. Describe and paste the pictures of two different meals of south India 

and North India. 

2. Describe and paste the pictures of two different Islands and back 

water of kerala. 

1. Collect details about 2-3 people who have done something great to help society. Make 

a collage with their pictures and what they have done. 

2. Make a list of things that you use from morning to night. Write which of these are 

made in an industry and which can be used directly from their sources.  

 


